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snapped at the first good offer. But I rely on the United States
to give me more."17
Easy to read, this book was the one the author himself used
to recommend to beginners in political economy before they
tackled Progress and Poverty.
It was before he published Social Problems, however, that
George had told Taylor, "I have met with a misfortune. You
know I put considerable work this spring on a free-trade book.
I have lost the manuscript	It cannot be found anywhere
and has evidently gone into the ash barrel/*1S
The Georges had been boarding at the time on Fourteenth
Street, near Seventh Avenue. His precious manuscript, which
would have made about one hundred printed pages, evidently
was carried off and destroyed by a servant who had been given
an accumulation of waste papers to dispose of when George's
study was cleaned.* He wrote again to Taylor, "Writing well
on exact subjects is of all work the hardest. Yet I should be de-
lighted if I could see my way clear to keeping at it. How blessed
are they for whom the pot boils of itself! I have now just $25 in
the world, about half a week's living with economy; no, not that.
However, this is no new experience for me. That MS. is a very
serious loss even in the financial aspect/'19
For all of this, George spent no time bemoaning his misfor-
tune but set himself to reading thoroughly Adam Smith's
Wealth of Nations with the idea of abridging and annotating
it. He started the work but was never able to finish the anno-
tation.
His own works had begun to command widespread atten-
tion. But Henry George never allowed fame to distract him
from the tender things which he held most dear. During their
separations there was a steady stream of letters—almost daily—
* The loss has an interesting though tenuous link to what is perhaps the most
famous parallel of this kind in literary history. Forty-five years before, Thomas
Carlyle had lost the manuscript of the first volume of the French Revolution in
much the same manner. He had given it to his friend John Stuart Mill for read-
ing and annotation. Mill lent the material to his friend, Mrs. Taylor (Harriet
Hardy), and while it was in her care a serving maid carelessly committed it to
the flames so that nearly all of it was lost. Mill later married Mrs. Taylor, and
it was her daughter, Helen, who had entertained the Georges in England.
Mill induced Carlyle to accept £ 100 in compensation for the loss of the first
volume of the French Revolution but Henry George had no one to recompense
him for the loss of what was to become Protection or Free Trade.—Editor

